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Specialist supplier to Federal Government and DOD selects Becrypt security solutions
London, UK, 23 September, 2014 – Seeds of Genius, a specialist supplier to Federal Government and DOD,
has joined the fast-growing number of companies across North America now certified to supply Becrypt’s
cyber security solutions. Seeds of Genius has become a premium Certified Reseller for Becrypt and is able
to supply Becrypt’s latest cyber security solutions that includes the Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
security solution tVolution, and its range of endpoint security products. Due to the uncertainly around
TrueCrypt, Seeds of Genius has already won several contracts for Becrypt encryption solutions within the
financial services sector.
Congetta Kelley, President and Owner of Seeds of Genius, which celebrates its 10th anniversary in
September, commented; “At Seeds of Genius we are constantly on the lookout for the latest security
solutions that will enable our key clients in Federal and DOD departments to address the security
challenges that they face daily. Our engineers were quick to spot the unique approach taken by Becrypt
and the exciting opportunities that its technology provides. We were also impressed by the product
roadmap which gives us the confidence that Becrypt will be continuing to provide innovative products that
will ensure we are able to support our clients with the very latest in security solutions well into the
future.”
As part of its commitment to Becrypt, Seeds of Genius engineers with top secret clearance have built a
consultancy practice offering advice and guidance for Federal departments and DOD, based around the
Becrypt technology. Seeds of Genius will also be a key launch partner for emerging technologies in these
markets.
Dr. Bernard Parsons, CEO of Becrypt said; “Our campaign to expand our network of resellers in the US is
going well, and we are delighted to be working with Seeds of Genius, who have already signed several
significant deals based on Becrypt technology. Seeds of Genius’ focus on security conscious sectors
such as federal government, DOD, education and finance makes them the idea partner for Becrypt.”
Becrypt Solutions
Enterprise Data Security
Becrypt’s Protect Suite for Windows, and Titan for Android™, provide encryption and authentication
solutions for protecting data, sharing it securely with trusted third parties and guarding against data
leakage, across a range of devices including desktops, laptops and tablets.
Becrypt Enterprise Manager provides a central management solution for mixed estates enabling remote
updates, capture of audit/security event logs and device repudiation when required.
Secure Remote Access
tVolution is a highly secure operating system that enables any device to become a thin client or zero
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client that can connect securely to a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI). Providing a clean user
experience, tVolution can be configured to provide only those business applications that the user needs
to do their job, and allows organisations to use lower spec devices such as netbooks, or repurpose older
equipment.
tVolution Mini – the latest addition to Becrypt’s Secure Mobility offerings, tVolution Mini is a
secure miniature computer the size of a credit card, which enables user-friendly fully-managed secure
remote access to a corporate network at an incredibly low cost.

Mobile Device Management
Becrypt MDM iOS enables the central rapid provisioning of iOS devices to promote mobile security best
practice. MDM automates provisioning processes and policy conformance. It ensures a clean user
experience by avoiding the use of third-party Apps (such as secure bubbles) and leverages the security
built into the iOS operating system.
For more information about becoming a Becrypt partner please contact uspartners@becrypt.com or visit:
www.becrypt.com/partners
-ends
NOTES TO EDITORS
About Seeds of Genius
Established in 2004, Seeds began as a SBA-certified small, woman-owned, Hub Zone value-added reseller in
the federal government market space. In 2009, Seeds of Genius received 4th place on the CRN list of Fast
Growth Companies, experiencing 427% growth over the past 3 years and in 2010, Seeds ranked 751 out of
1000 on the Fastest-Growing Private Companies Inc. List.
Today, Seeds of Genius specializes in developing and delivering enterprise architecture solutions to meet
the needs of Federal, State and Local governments.
For more information please visit: www.seedsofgenius.com
About Becrypt
Becrypt is a leading supplier of innovative mobile security solutions and services that are
Government-certified, and suitable for many industry sectors. Becrypt provides a range of cyber security
solutions to protect data at rest and data in use, across a broad range of platforms, including desktops,
laptops, tablets and smartphones, running Windows, iOS and Android. Becrypt’s secure thin client
technology supports virtual data infrastructure (VDI) access, enabling secure and rapid IT transformation
within the enterprise, as well as cost effective remote access.
Through its focus on product assurance, multiple platforms and centralized management, Becrypt’s
solutions enable the most security conscious organizations to deliver cost effective compliance, whilst
maintaining flexibility, choice and usability for their users.
As a leading supplier of encryption technology to the UK and US Federal and Local Government, Ministry of
Defence/Department of Defense and UK and US Law Enforcement, Becrypt also offers cyber security
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consultancy and bespoke systems.
Becrypt has offices in London, UK, and McLean, VA, USA. For more information visit: BECRYPT
(http://www.becrypt.com)
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